Fees & Commissions
Fee for maintaining an account

Commission charged per lot

0

Equity CFDs and ETFs:
From 0.08% charged per lot (0.16%
per round turn). Minimum fee
applies (see instrument
specification).
All other markets:
Basic and Standard accounts: No
commission charged
PRO accounts:
2.50 GBP / 3.50 EUR / 4 USD / 1100
HUF per closed lot
2.50 GBP / 3.50 EUR / 4 USD / 1100
HUF per open lot
For transaction on
crypto-currencies for the volume
of
1 Lot of BITCOIN, 10 Lots of
ETHEREUM, 10000 Lots of RIPPLE,
100 Lots of LITECOIN and 10 Lots of
DASH

Fee for an order placed by a
telephone

Not Available

Fee for preparation and sending of a
daily report of operations conducted
on the client's account, in a paper
form.

Not Available
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Fee for a preparation and sending of
other reports, in particular monthly
reports from the client's account, or
sending a paper version of the
regulations in case of its change.

Penalty interest

Not Available

Contractual terms and conditions
clause 24
When depositing through PayPal:
A 2% flat rate of the amount to be
deposited will be charged.

Fee for E-Wallet funding

When depositing through Paysafe
(formerly known as Skrill):
A 2% flat rate of the amount to be
deposited will be charged.
When depositing through Neteller:
A 4% flat rate of the amount to be
deposited will be charged.

Fee for credit/debit card funding

Fee for small withdrawals

To deposit into a trading account
currency:
GBP - free of charge.
EUR - free of charge.
USD - cost of 2% of the amount to be
deposited.
HUF - cost of 5% of the amount to be
deposited.
< 100USD: 20USD fee
< 80EUR: 16EUR fee
< 60GBP: 12GBP fee
< 12 000HUF: 3000HUF fee
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Italy FTT (financial transaction tax)

All transactions on share CFDs from
Italy,ITA.40, which are based on
Italian equities are subject to FTT
(financial transaction tax). Tax is
charged as a fixed fee related to
notional transaction value. The
scheme below presents notional
transaction value brackets and
related tax values:
* Up to €2,500: €0,25
* €2,500- 5,000: €0.5
* €5,000- 10,000: €1
* €10,000- 50,000: €5
* €50,000- 100,000: €10
* €100,000- 500,000: €50
* €500,000- 1,000,000: €100
* Over €1,000,000: €200
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